INTRODUCTION
During the last 15 years the ultrasonic attenuation measurements superimposed on a slowly varying bias stress have been widely applied to the study of anelastic phenomena such as those due to dislocation depinning /1,2/ and kink mobility /3,4/ in pure metals. The aim of this paper is to present recent results obtained by this method applied in a wider amplitude deformation range extending up to the cyclic plasticity. This work is included within a more general study which goal is to contribute to the understanding of the dislocation mobility role on the fatigue behaviour of pure metals 151.
EXPERIMENTAL
This study was carried out on pure polycrystalline aluminium (99.998 %) annealed at 450°C for one hour after a cross section reduction of 70 % (grain size u 1.5 mm) ; the samples are cylindrical with 9 nnn in diameter and they have a useful length of 40 mn. The cyclic deformation was applied to the sample in a symmetrical push-pull mode on a specially designed apparatus working under completely controlled experimental conditions /6/ : particularly the test can be performed under-total strain 8 control or plastic strain ep control ; in both cases the strain rate & or i is kept constant. ~ftrasonic attenuation measurements were carried out in real time during fatigue cycling at room temperature :longitudinal waves of 15 Mhz propagating in a direction parallel to the sample axis were used with the echo transmission technique ; quartz transducers are glued to the sample extremities for emission and receiving of the ultrasonic waves ; changes in the amplitude of the first transmitted echo are followed by a system developped in our laboratory 171 and stored in the computer memory ; then the corresponding attenuation variations are computed from these data.
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RESULTS
The evolutions of the ultrasonic attenuation cyclic changes versus deformation can be classified according to five typical figures presented for different deformation amplitudes and two initial states of the sample (annealed or prefatigued at 100 cycles with a plastic amplitude AEp=1.5 1 0 -3 ) . Low amplitude range : two cases can be distinguished in this range : the annealed state (figure 1 ) and the prefatigued one (figure 2) ; in the former one the attenuation changes are small, and the A d = f(E) cycles seem to remain rather stable (after 10 cycles) with a minimum value of &at € = 0 . In the latter one, if the variations are observed to be more important during the first cycles, on the contrary the at tenuation tends after 50 cycles towards a constant value during all the cycle. 
o a c i t t a t i o n Emax =
6 le l i n ~atwtated heghe . figure 5 ). In addition, it has to be noticed that the deformation amp1 itudes limiting these three ranges are in an other paper /S/.Finally, it has to be mentioned that the choice of a olastic deformation control or a total deformation control does not affect signiPicantly the main characteristics of the Ad=f(€) loops above reported : so this point will not be discussed within the frame of this short paper.
DISCUSSION
The experimental results can be discussed qualitatively on the basis of the dislocation string model ; rough12 the contribution of the dislocations to the attenuation is given by : d . N, K.A.1 , where K is a damping factor and A is the density of dislocations characterized by the free loop length 1 /8/.
Thus an attenuation change can be interpreted in terms of a 1 variation, a A variation or even of a K variation. Dislocation-point defect interactions In the low amplitude range, attenuation changes are ascribed to dislocation point defect interactions, as suggested by previous studies in this range /2,9/. In the case of the annealed sample, the cyclic depinning and repinning of dislocations from their initial COTTRELL cloud of point defects lead to cyclic changes in the dislocation loop length : the mean loop length is maximum at the maximum traction or compression load and it is minimum at & = o (figure 1). A similar mechanism is expected from the prefatigued state, but being magnified due to the more numerous preexisting dislocations (factorh) in that state : it is actually observed during the first half cycle but the point defects are graduately swept out by the successive movements of the dislocations through the COTTRELL cloud, as indicated by the quasi constant value taken by the attenuation after 50 cycles (figure 2). This different behaviour of the cloud has to be attributed mainly to its conditions of make up : indeed, in this prefatigued state the cloud is developed during the subsequent ageing at room temperature when it is made up from the treatment at 450°C in the case of the annealed state : so, in this latter case the cloud is expected to be more stable at room temperature.
In fact, the details of the attenuation changes, show that the cx, minimum ascribed to the repinning of dislocations by their initial COTTRELL cloud, disappears in a much more efficient way after the first half cycle in compression than after the previous one in traction (figure 2) : in addition ,this minimum is then significantly shifted towards positive deformation . This additional phenomenon observed only in the prefatigued sample can be explained in the following way : at the end of the prefatigue treatment , the sample was unloaded from a traction half cycle down to &=O for rest , thus inducing compressive internal stresses /5/. When the subsequent low amplitude test is carried on , the non relaxed part of these internal stresses helps the compressive external stress to induce some displacement of the so called hard pinning points (nodes or jogs) ; the backward motion of these hard points would occur in an hysteretical way , thus contributing to the disappearance and the shifting of the& minimum .
creation and annihilation of dislocations In the medium amplitude ranqe the attenuation chanqes are mainly due to chanqes in the dislocation density. A. ; in fact, an increase ;n A comes with-a decrease in the loop length between nodes of the dislocations : although, this mechanism is likely to play a role in attenuation changes, it does not seems to affect the tendency of& variations, at least in this amplitude range. Thus, on this basis, the cyclic evolutions of the attenuation are easily explained in the following way : during the plastic stage, the density of mobile dislocations increases graduately either by creation or by depinning of dislocations ; on the contrary, during the elastic unloading, the density of mobile dislocation decreases either by annihilation or by dynamic repinning of dislocation by point defects /5/. During the first evolutionary cycles the behaviour of the annealed sample and that of the prefatigued one are opposite : the average level of oL increases due to the net increase of the dislocation density in the annealed sample ; on the contrary this level decreases due to the net decrease of A in the prefatigued sample. Actually, from the mechanical point of view, the former situation is accompanied by an hardening of the sample, when for the latter one a softening is observed. Interactions dislocation-dislocation The new characteristic of the attenuation behaviour in the high amplitude range is the saturation and even the decrease of d. observed during the plastic stage of the cycles (figure 5). Two kinds of mechanism could contribute to this phenomenon : at first, an increase in the dislocation velocity, suggested by acoustic emission results /lo/, would reduce the tendency of increase in A . Secondly, strong interactions arise between dislocations especially with those in the cell walls ; these interactions give an high level of local internal stresses /5/ leading to an increase of the restoring force acting on dislocations that could reduce the ultrasonic mobility and thus the damping factor K.
